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a b s t r a c t 

Online platforms for matching supply and demand, as part of the sharing economy, are 

becoming increasingly important in practice and have seen a steep increase in academic 

interest. Especially in the taxi/travel industry, platforms such as Uber, Lyft, and Didi Chux- 

ing have become major players. Some of these platforms, including Didi Chuxing, operate 

two matching systems: Inform, where multiple drivers receive ride details and the first 

to respond is selected; and Assign, where the platform assigns the driver nearest to the 

customer. The Inform system allows drivers to select their destinations, but the Assign 

system minimizes driver-customer distances. This research is the first to explore: (i) how 

a platform should allocate customer requests to the two systems and set the maximum 

matching radius (i.e., customer-driver distance), with the objective to minimize the overall 

average waiting times for customers; and (ii) how taxi drivers select a system, depending 

on their varying degrees of preference for certain destinations. Using approximate queuing 

analysis, we derive the optimal decisions for the platform and drivers. These are applied to 

real-world data from Didi Chuxing, revealing the following managerial insights. The opti- 

mal radius is 1-3 kilometers, and is lower during rush hour. For most considered settings, 

it is optimal to allocate relatively few rides to the Inform system. Most interestingly, if des- 

tination selection becomes more important to the average driver, then the platform should 

not always allocate more requests to the Inform system. Although this may seem counter- 

intuitive, allocating too many orders to that system would result in many drivers opting 

for it, leading to very high waiting times in the Assign system. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Online platforms have been developed for many industries in recent years, and their popularity and use are rapidly 

increasing ( Wang and Yang, 2019 ). For instance, the emergence of Uber, Lyft, and Didi Chuxing has provided passengers

with a new, convenient travel mode. According to the China Online Takeaway Market Monitoring Report for the First Half of

2018 , the market size of food delivery in China alone exceeded 26 billion euros in 2017 ( iiMedia Research, 2018 ). 
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Different from the one-way value stream from suppliers to consumers for traditional enterprises, platforms’ costs and 

benefits come from both ends. That is to say, platforms gain profit by building a communication bridge between suppliers 

and customers. Thus, the efficiency of matching supply and demand is the key factor that drives platforms’ operational 

efficiency and optimizes resource allocation. 

There are basically two main matching systems in use by platforms: the Inform (also referred to as Grab Single) system,

where the platform acts as an information platform only and suppliers decide who to offer their services to; and the Assign

system where the platform itself assigns a supplier to a customer ( Gao, et al., 2016 ; Wang et al., 2016 ; Dai et al., 2017 ; Li and

Wang, 2017 ). For online car hailing platforms, in the Inform system, the first driver to respond (in a certain area) is selected

and matched to the customer. It is a fair system that allows drivers to control their destination area, by only responding to

associated customer requests ( Sina, 2017a , 2017b ). A disadvantage of this system, however, is that the assigned driver might

not be the one closest to the passenger, increasing the time until the customer is picked up ( Dai et al., 2017 ). In the Assign

system, this can be prevented by the platform, which typically selects the closest available driver. However, in this system, 

drivers lose their freedom of choice and can’t refuse requests to transport customers to an area that they dislike. 

A number of online car hailing platforms, including Didi Chuxing, Shouqi Limousine & Chauffeur and Yidao Yongche, 

allow drivers to opt between these two systems. Some other platforms, such as Uber, use one system that can be seen

as a mixture of the two that we consider. Uber inquires nearby drivers in turn, from close to distant, until one agrees to

accept the order. This has the advantage of limiting driving times, whilst still allowing drivers to reject rides. However, this

system cannot reward more flexible drivers by assigning more rides to them. Also, the average matching time will increase, 

negatively affecting the average customer waiting time. The pros and cons of a mixed system compared to that with two

separate systems is interesting to analyse. However, that is beyond the scope of this study, which compares the two different

matching systems. 

Obviously, how the platform allocates rides to the two systems affects how attractive those systems are to the drivers, 

and so affects the driver system selection. Ride allocation should ensure a good matching of supply and demand on both

systems. Besides, to avoid large customer-driver distances and so long en route times, an important control lever is to set a

maximum ‘radius’ ( Castillo et al., 2017 ). Our main goal is to find out what allocation rates and radius minimize the overall

expected waiting time. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first authors to do so. 

Not all drivers have the same degree of preference for certain destinations over others. For instance, some drivers may 

want to avoid remote areas of a city more than others. Also, not all drivers are equally knowledgeable about different areas.

Some are more experienced and/or have better access to real-time information, allowing them to differentiate better be- 

tween good/preferred areas and bad/non-preferred areas. As a result, drivers are expected to be heterogeneous with respect 

to their preferences. We will take this heterogeneity into account when analysing the allocation decision for the platform. 

To analyse the matching efficiency on the platform with the two described systems and with heterogeneous drivers, we 

adopt an M/M/1 queuing approximation for both systems where drivers act as the server. We explore the strategic interac- 

tions between the platform and the drivers. In the presence of drivers’ heterogeneity, drivers are offered a choice between 

the two operating systems and decide based on their regional preference. The platform sets the maximum customer-driver 

distance and decides what fractions of customer requests for good areas to assign to each system, which affects a driver’s

probability to reach to a good area and thereby the system selection decision. In order to avoid congestion, the platform

minimizes the customers’ expected waiting time (i.e. the sum of the matching time and the driver en route time to the

customer), and we derive the optimal distribution rate of rides to good areas over the two systems as well as the optimal

radius. We remark that although we refer to the case of ride-sourcing platforms in this study, our results also apply to other

online platforms where platforms can either assign suppliers itself to a customer request or allow a selection of suppliers 

to service the customer. 

A key finding is that, based on real life data collected for the Chengdu car hailing market, a radius of 1-3 kilome-

ters is optimal. This provides the optimal balance between ensuring a sufficient number of available drivers to avoid long 

matching times and avoiding long en route times (of the driver to the customer). Moreover, the optimal radius is smaller

during rush hour, because of the lower driving speed. Furthermore, for most considered settings, a relatively small frac- 

tion of rides (of about 10%) should be allocated to the Inform system, because the Assign system minimizes customer- 

driver distances. However, a much higher allocation rate (50%-60%) is optimal when either there is a small proportion 

rides to bad destinations under bad traffic conditions, or there is a small proportion of rides to good destinations under

good traffic condition. Also, and most interestingly, if the degree of preference for good rides increases for the average

driver and so the Inform system becomes more popular, then the platform should not always increase the allocation rate to

that system. Otherwise, the Inform system may attract too many drivers, leading to very long waiting times in the Assign

system. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 , we review the related literature. In Section 3 , we

present the problem and formulate the model. Section 4 contains the analysis. In Section 5 , we conduct an empirical study

based on the ride-hailing market in Chengdu to derive managerial insights. Finally, Section 6 provides a conclusion. 

2. Literature review 

Online car hailing platforms are a typical example of two-sided markets in the growing peer-to-peer sharing economy 

( Djavadian and Chow, 2017 ; Nourinejad and Ramezani, 2019 ). There is a growing stream of literature that focuses on the
198 
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effective matching of supply and demand for such markets, while keeping search frictions low. As our research also cen- 

ters around matching, this is the main focus of our review. We next discuss key contributions on matching in general in

Section 2.1 , before moving on to matching under spatial references in Section 2.2 . Thereafter, in Section 2.3 , we point out

our contribution. 

2.1. Matching buyers and sellers 

We first discuss studies that primarily focused on matching, as our study is. Yang et al. (2010) introduced an equilibrium

model to explore the bilateral searching and meeting frictions between customers and taxis on road networks. Yang and 

Yang (2011) further explored properties of the market equilibrium and the meeting function between customers and taxis 

for the traditional taxi market. Their analysis is based on the observation that, in equilibrium, the expected number of 

times that a customer randomly encounters a driver and vice versa in some area during a certain period of time (e.g. 1

hour) must be equal. He and Shen (2015) made the first attempt on determining a matching function for online car hailing,

assuming that customers are homogenous with respect to waiting time and that the ride length is constant. Others extended 

their work by considering platform profits, social welfare, subsidies strategies, and customer cancellation behaviour when 

determining equilibrium matching functions ( Zha et al., 2016 ; Wang et al., 2016 ; Wang and Yang, 2019 ; Wang et al., 2020 ). 

To analyse waiting times, many researchers modelled the matching process for the sharing economy as a queuing sys- 

tem ( Banerjee et al., 2015 ; Feng et al., 2017 ; Hu and Zhou, 2017b ; Bai et al., 2018 ; Benjaafar et al., 2018 ; Taylor, 2018 ;

Nourinejad and Ramezani, 2019 ; Xu et al., 2020 ), where buyers arrive according to a Poisson process, and sellers function

as servers. Benjaafar et al. (2018) considered car sharing and modelled the matching between car owners and renters by 

a multi-server loss queuing system. They further compared two types of platforms based on profit-maximizing and social- 

welfare-maximizing, respectively, in terms of general impacts, including ownership, usage, and social welfare. They found 

that the transition to a sharing economy can result in either lower or higher ownership and usage levels, with higher owner-

ship and usage levels more likely when the cost of ownership is high. Sun et al. (2019) explored the matching of supply and

demand for ride-sourcing platforms by providing per service price determination for any specific ride request. They derived 

the optimal pricing strategy by taking ride details and driver location into account, and found that the optimal pricing struc- 

ture for successful matchings includes three parts: (a) a base fare based on the ride length, (b) a rush hour congestion fee,

and (c) an emergency fee. Mo et al. (2020) modelled the matching of drivers and riders in a duopoly competition between

two ride-sourcing platforms to study optimal subsidization of electric vehicles. Their numerical results revealed that when 

the returns to scale are significant, the platforms revenue, ride price, and consumer surplus may not be monotone functions 

of the subsidy. Using bilateral meeting functions, Wang et al. (2020) modelled the matching rates for ride-sourcing and taxi 

markets. They found that the order cancellation rate is negatively correlated with the customer waiting time, as customers 

may switch to a taxi whilst waiting to be picked up by a ride-sourcing car. Yang et al. (2020) considered the matching

time interval and matching radius as two decision variables in order to optimize the matching process in a ride-sourcing 

platform, considering the matching rate, expected waiting time, and pick-up time. Theoretical and numerical findings both 

showed that the matching rate and expected pick-up time increase with the matching radius up to some threshold for that

radius, and then become independent of the radius. Moreover, when the supply is considerably larger than the demand, an 

optimal matching time interval can maximize the system performance. 

Many matching studies have considered heterogeneity at the demand side, for instance because of customer impatience 

under congestion ( Bai et al., 2018 ; Ibrahim, 2019 ) and under time-related uncertainty of demand ( Jiang and Tian, 2019 ;

Hu and Zhou, 2017a ). Some researchers have centered on the heterogeneity at the supply side ( Hu and Zhou, 2017a ;

Ibrahim, 2019 ; Chen et al., 2020 ). For example, Ibrahim (2019) explored the problems of staffing and controlling queuing

systems in sharing economies, taking the randomness in the number of servers into account, where a shortage of supply 

creates congestion in the system. Hu and Zhou (2017a) considered matching (for transportation, but also more generally) 

between two types of supply and demand during multiple time periods, where the rewards for each potential matched pair 

are given and costs are incurred at the end of each period for unmatched supply and demand. Although they allowed supply

to be heterogeneous, they assumed that the number of suppliers of the different types as well as the demand are exogenous

and observed. 

2.2. Matching with spatial variability features 

A key aspect of our work is that we include spatial preferences on the supply side. Only in the last few years, re-

searchers have started to pay attention to spatial variability when matching supply and demand. Rayle et al. (2016) fo-

cused on the spatial distribution of passengers and drivers, capturing the spatial distribution of trip origins and destina- 

tions within San Francisco through a survey. In order to achieve a higher efficiency of matching, they tried to eliminate

the differences between regions through spatial pricing, which provides drivers with an incentive to move to over-demand 

zones. Bimpikis et al. (2016) showed that differentiating the price based on customer location can indeed increase profits 

for drivers and the platform as well as the consumer surplus. Guda and Subramanian (2019) considered the strategic in-

teraction amongst drivers in their decisions to move between two zones, and found that surge pricing can be profitable

even in a zone where the supply of drivers exceeds demand. They focused on whether a driver will move to another area

due to surge prices, where the remaining customers are lost in congestion. Zha et al. (2018) divided an urban region into
199 
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different geographic zones and further investigated the optimal price in each zone under demand surges. They aimed at 

the same profitable level across different regions and determined the corresponding optimal pricing scheme for each region. 

Nair et al. (2020) developed a nonlinear-in-parameters multinomial logit (NPMNL) model to forecasting the destinations of 

deadheading trips on ride-sourcing, taking location specific characteristics (i.e., the built environment, employment oppor- 

tunities, and socio-demographic characteristics) into account. Using publicly available data from Ride Austin, the showed 

increased accuracy compared to a multinomial logit (MNL) model. 

2.3. Contribution 

As is transparent from our literature review, so far studies about matching in sharing economy have mainly focused on 

the heterogeneity at the demand side. Studies that did consider heterogeneous supply, develop optimal work schedules in 

the presence of self-scheduling suppliers that have the flexibility to choose whether and when to work ( Zha et al., 2018 ;

Gurvich et al., 2019 ; Ibrahim, 2019 ). 

We consider the flexibility of workers/drivers from a different and new perspective, by allowing them a choice between 

operating systems, motivated by this choice being available in a number of real life car hailing platforms, as discussed in

Section 1 . We model how destination preference affects the choice of a driver between the systems. We derive insights into

how the platform should allocate rides to the two systems and how the platform should set the radius (i.e., the maximum

driver-customer distance), in order to minimize the overall expected waiting time for customers across systems. 

3. The model 

The model is applicable to platforms that connect supply and demand using two systems, Inform (where the first driver 

to respond is assigned) and Assign (where the platform directly assigns a driver), which from now on we will also refer to

as systems I and A , respectively, for notational ease. Furthermore, we classify destinations as good or bad (e.g. central or

remote, respectively) and consider heterogeneity in driver preference between both types of destinations. 

In what remains of this section, we first present some model basics ( Section 3.1 ), then discuss platform ( Section 3.2 ) and

driver ( Section 3.3 ) specifics and decisions, and finally describe our approximate queuing approach ( Section 3.4 ). 

3.1. Basic considerations 

We consider a single period (of e.g. one hour), where the platform decides what fractions of customer requests to allocate

to either system and the maximum driver-customer distance (radius), and drivers determine their system choice. We assume 

that drivers are fully informed on how the platform allocates rides, and that drivers make their system decisions based on

the allocation rate announced by the platform at the start of the period. In real life, dependent on changing traffic conditions

and customer request rates, the platform may alter the allocation fraction from one period to the next and drivers may

adjust their system choice accordingly. Analysing such dynamic behaviour over time is of interest, but outside our scope. 

This exploratory paper considers a single period, i.e., a snapshot of the system. We also remark that the platform could set

different radiuses for the two systems, but as the main purpose in both systems is to limit the driver-customer distance, it

seems natural to use the same radius for both systems. 

We consider an area with known driver density E , i.e., with E taxi drivers per square kilometer. Furthermore, taxi drivers

are uniformly distributed over (parts of) the area. In our analysis in the next section, we will particularly focus on circular

areas around a customer request, because drivers are only interested in and/or considered in a request if their distance to

the customer is not too large. Letting R denote the radius of such an area, r the distance to the customer, and � the angle

between a driver and the positive r -axis, the uniform distribution implies that the polar coordinates of a driver, (r , �), follow

the probability density functions: 

f r ( r ) = 

2 r 

R 

2 
, 0 ≤ r ≤ R, (1) 

f θ ( �) = 

1 

2 π
, 0 ≤ � ≤ 2 π, 

and the corresponding probability distribution function of the distance between any driver in this area and the customer 

is 

F r ( r ) = 

r 2 

R 

2 
, 0 ≤ r ≤ R. 

Customer requests arrive according to a Poisson process at a rate of � per square kilometer. The corresponding locations 

are distributed uniformly over the considered area, i.e., equally likely to occur at any point of that area. Each request is for

a good (destination) area with probability f g and so for a bad area with probability f b = 1 − f g . Thus, customer requests for

good and bad areas ( Z = g, b ) arrive according to Poisson processes with rates �Z = f Z · �. 

All customers wait for the first taxi that becomes available - so we do not consider a maximum waiting time. In practice,

customers may of course leave the system after a long wait, and probably show heterogeneity in their behaviour. However, 

modelling such behaviour is outside the scope of this paper. 
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3.2. Platform: systems, customer allocation and objective 

The platform operates two systems. If a customer request is allocated to System I , then all drivers of that system within

radius R are informed of the ride request, and the first driver to respond is assigned to the customer. In System A , the

closest driver is selected within radius R . In Section 3.3 , we will derive the maximum radius to be considered, denoted by

R M 

, ensuring a nonnegative profit for drivers. 

The platform decides on what fraction ϕ (0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1) of customer requests for good areas to allocate to System I (Inform),

where the remainder 1 − ϕ is allocated to System A . All customer requests for bad areas must also be assigned to System

A , because drivers opt for System I to avoid those rides. So, we get that the platform allocates requests allocated per square

kilometre to System I with rate 

λI = ϕ �g , 

and to System A with rate 

λA = ( 1 − ϕ ) �g + �b . 

Note that, correspondingly, the probability that a ride allocated to System A is to a good area is 

p g = 

( 1 − ϕ ) �g 

( 1 − ϕ ) �g + �b 

. 

The platform aims to minimize the expected waiting time over all customers, denoted by T . Denoting the expected 

waiting time for System s, s = I, A , by ϖs , the aim is to 

min 

ϕ, R 
T = 

ϕ �g 

�g + �b 

· � I + 

( 1 − ϕ ) �g + �b 

�g + �b 

· � A . (2) 

3.3. Drivers: profit, utility and system selection 

The profit for a ride is calculated as the (expected) ride price Y minus the ride cost, where the ride cost equals the

driving time (both en route to the customer, e , and the ride time from there to her destination, r ) multiplied by the driving

cost per time unit, c . Denoting the en route time by e and the ride time by r , the ride profit is given by Y − c ( e + r ). For the

profit to be positive, it must hold that e ≤ Y / c − r . Denoting the average driving speed (during some part of the day) by v ,

this implies that the maximum distance from a potential driver to the customer, for the expected profit to be nonnegative,

is R M 

= ( Y / c - r ) v . Because drivers are not likely to accept loss-generating rides, we assume that the platform only considers

values for the radius of at most R M 

. 

Besides profit, a driver derives utility for driving to a good destination. Drivers differ in their degree of preference, θ ,

towards a good area, which we model as being uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, i.e., θ ~ U [0, 1], where a higher

value for θ indicates a stronger preference by a driver for a good area. Denoting by τ ( τ ≥ 0) the maximum destination

utility, the destination utility is given by τθ . Obviously, by scaling τ , the relative importance of regional preference can be

set. Therefore, combining the driver’s profit and destination utility, the total utility per ride for a driver is Y − c ( e s + r ) + τθ ,

where e s , s = I, A , denotes the expected en route time per ride for System s . 

We assume that drivers are fully informed about the discussed preference distribution, the customer distribution over 

areas, and also on how the platform allocates rides. They are rational and opt for the system that brings the largest expected

utility (for the considered period). By k s , s = I, A , we denote the fractions of drivers that opt for System s ( k I + k A = 1). 

3.4. Queuing system approximation 

For each system, customers waiting for a taxi to be assigned are modelled as a queue. Arrivals are according to a Poisson

process (i.e. inter-arrival times are exponential) and the platform allocates them to either system with certain probabilities, 

implying that allocations to both systems also follow Poisson processes. 

The drivers act as the server in our system. We will derive (in Section 4.1 ) their average service time, for each system,

as the sum of the en route time to the customer and the ride time to the destinations. Both components are stochastic in

real life and hence so is the service time. Deriving the exact service time distribution would be very difficult (if tractable at

all) and also require the specification of the ride time distribution, which would be hard in real life. Instead of doing so and

in line with the literature ( Feng et al. 2017 ), we will derive the average service times and assume exponential service time

distributions. 

For System s, s = I, A , the number of drivers per request (so drivers within radius R ) is easily obtained as K s = k s πR 2 E .

Here and in our later derivation of the expected waiting times (and related service rates), we treat K s as a continuous

variable for tractability, despite its discrete nature in real life. 

Summarizing, we approximate the matching process for System s, s = I, A , as an M/M/1 queue. We illustrate the deter-

mination of the customer waiting time and the driver service time for our queuing model in Fig. 1 , and summarize the

notations in Table 1 . 
201 
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Fig. 1. The composition of time spent for a ride. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Analysis 

We start in Section 4.1 by analysing what fraction of drivers opt for Systems I and A given a certain allocation policy of

the platform. Then, in Section 4.2 , we use the results to optimize the allocation policy. 

4.1. Driver en route time and system decision 

A driver opts for the system that maximizes his expected utility, which depends on the expected time to ride to a

customer. In Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2 , we derive that expected time for both systems. We then use the results to

derive the expected utility for both systems in Section 4.1.3 , and also to derive drivers’ system selection, i.e., the fractions of

drivers in each system. 

4.1.1. Driver en route time and driver service rate for System I 

For System I , using (1), we find that the expected driver en route distance is ∫ R 

0 

r f r ( r ) dr = 

2 R 

3 

. 

At speed v , the expected driver en route time is 

e I = 

1 

v 

∫ R 

0 

r f r ( r ) dr = 

2 R 

3 v 
. (3) 

Thus, the average time that a taxi drives to and with a matched customer is e I + r , and so we have a System I service

rate of 

μI = 

k I E 
2 R 
3 v + r 

. 

4.1.2. Driver en route time and driver service rate for System A 

In System A , the nearest driver within radius R is matched to the customer. Intuitively, if there (usually) is at least

one driver available in a certain radius, then selecting a larger radius has (almost) no effect on the expected driver-customer

distance, as the nearest driver is selected anyway. It is the driver density rather than the radius that determines that average

distance, as will be confirmed by our analysis. 
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Table 1 

Notations. 

Notification 

Decision variable 

ϕ fraction of rides to good areas orders assigned to System I (Inform) 

R radius set by the platform for informing drivers 

Parameters 

λs customer arrival rate per square kilometre for System s (s = I, A ) 

μs driver expected service rate in System s (s = I, A ) 

k s fraction of drivers that opt for System s (s = I, A ) 

K s number of informed drivers for System s (s = I, A ) 

e s expected driver en route time in System s (s = I, A ) 

m s expected matching time in System s (s = I, A ) 
˜ λs customer arrival rate allocated in the considered area to System s (s = I, A ) 

˜ μs driver expected service rate in the considered area to System s (s = I, A ) 

ϖs customer average waiting time for System s (s = I, A ) 

� customer arrival rate per square kilometer 

�Z customer arrival rate to good/bad region Z ( Z = g, b ) 

f Z probability of a request is for a good/bad area (destination) Z ( Z = g, b ) 

E drivers density 

R M maximum radius (driver-customer) distance with a nonnegative ride profit 

v driving speed 

r expected ride time from departure point to destination 

p g probability that a request allocated to System A is for a good area (destination) 

θ driver degree of preferences towards the good area 

c driver’ waiting cost per time unit 

τ driver utility related to regional preference 

Y ride price 

 

 

 

 

 

Let us denote the number of drivers within radius R who have opted for System A by K A (which will be linked to the

driver density later in the analysis), so that K A = k A πR 2 E . Let r i , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , K A , denote the distance of driver i (arbitrarily

ordered) to the customer, and y i , 1 ≤ i ≤ K A , denote the distance to the customer for closest driver i . Then the probability

distribution function of the distance of the nearest driver to the customer is 

F Y ( y ) = P 
(
min [ r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r K A ] ≤ y 

)
= 1 −

(
1 − y 2 

R 

2 

)K A 

. 

Differentiating F Y ( y ) with y , the probability density function is obtained as 

f Y ( y ) = 

2 y K A 

R 

2 

(
1 − y 2 

R 

2 

)K A −1 

. (4) 

Using (4), we get the expected en route distance as 

E ( y ) −
R ∫ 
0 

y f Y ( y ) dy = 

R ∫ 
0 

y 
2 yK A 

R 

2 

(
1 − y 2 

R 

2 

)K A −1 

dy = 

K A 

√ 

π · 
( K A ) · R 

2

(
K A + 

3 
2 

) . (5) 

Following Davis (1959) , we use 


( K A ) = ( K A − 1 ) ! 

and 



(

K A + 

3 

2 

)
= 

(
K A + 

1 

2 

)


(

K A + 

1 

2 

)
= 

(
K A + 

1 

2 

)
2 

−K A 
√ 

π( 2 K A − 1 ) !! , 

where x !! stands for the double factorial ( Smarandache, 1991 ), to rewrite (5) as 

E(y ) = 

K A 

√ 

π · ( K A − 1)! · R 

2 

(
K A + 

1 
2 

)
2 

−K A 
√ 

π( 2 K A − 1 ) !! 
= 

2 

K A · K A ! · R 

( 2 K A + 1 ) · ( 2 K A − 1 ) !! 
= 

( 2 K A ) !! 

2 ( K A + 1 ) · ( 2 K A − 1 ) !! 
R. 

To approximate E ( y ), we use the Wallis-product ( Hazewinkel, 1994 ), which states that 
( 2 K A )!! 

( 2 K A −1 )!! 
rapidly converges

to 
√ 

πK A as K A increases. Since the number of competing drivers is typically large (see also our empirical study in 

Section 5 based on real life data; in Appendix A , we further show numerically that the effect on the driver distribution

is also negligible), we get 

E ( y ) ≈
√ 

πK A 

( 2 K A + 1 ) 
R, (6) 
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which can be further approximated as 

E ( y ) ≈
√ 

πK A 

2 K A 

R = 

√ 

π

2 

√ 

K A 

R = 

1 

2 

√ 

k A R 

2 E 
R = 

1 

2 

√ 

k A E 
. (7) 

At speed v , the expected driver en route time is 

e A = 

E ( y ) 

v 
≈ 1 

2 v 
√ 

k A E 
. (8) 

Given the number of drivers per square kilometre opting for System A is k A E , the expected service rate for System A is

approximately 

μA ≈
k A E 

1 / 

(
2 v 

√ 

k A E 

)
+ r 

. 

4.1.3. Drivers’ system decision 

Using the results of Section 4.1.1 , we find that the expected utility per ride is 

Y − c ( e I + r ) + τ · θ
for System I and 

Y − c ( e A + r ) + τ · θ · p g 

for System A . 

Besides the profit per ride, the total expected utility per driver also depends on the expected number of rides per driver

per period for each system. The expected number of rides allocated per square kilometre to System I is λI = ϕ�g for System

I and λA = (1 − ϕ) �g + �b for System A . Given the driver density E and letting k I denote the fraction of drivers that opt for

System I , we find that the expected number of rides per driver for Systems I and A are λI /( k I E ) and λA /( k A E ), respectively. 

Therefore, the expected driver utilities are 

U I = 

λI 

k I E 
[ Y − c ( e I + r ) + τ · θ ] = 

ϕ �g 

k I E 
[ Y − c ( e I + r ) + τ · θ ] 

for System I and 

U A = 

λA 

k A E 
[ Y − c ( e A + r ) + τ · θ · p g ] = 

( 1 − ϕ ) �g + �b 

k A E 
[ Y − c ( e A + r ) + τ · θ · p g ] 

for System A . 

Note that there are conditions under which either U I < U A or U I > U A for all values of θ , implying that all drivers opt

for the same system (respectively Systems I and A ). However, these cases are of limited practical and theoretical interest.

Therefore, rather than also considering these extreme cases, we next provide the conditions for both systems to be selected 

by part of the drivers. Obviously, drivers without any preference should then opt for System A , implying that U I ≤ U A for

θ = 0. Also, drivers with the highest preference should opt for System I , implying that U I ≥ U A for θ = 1. This situation is

depicted in Fig. 2 . In Appendix B , we show that these conditions can be rewritten as 

ϕ ≥ k I (9) 

and 

k A ( Y − c ( e I + r ) ) p g ≤ k I ( Y − c ( e A + r ) ) . (10) 

Drivers are indifferent between both systems if U I = U A , which gives 

θ ∗ = 

k A ( cr − Y + c e I ) λI − k I ( cr − Y + c e A ) λA 

τ ( k A λI − k I p g λA ) 
. (11) 

Since driver preferences are uniformly distributed over [0,1], we must have k A = θ ∗. Combining this with (11) and sub-

stituting k I with 1 − k A , we can then obtain the driver distribution in each system, and the approximate number of drivers

opting for System s, s = I, A , as K s = k s πR 2 E . 

4.2. Calculation of the customer waiting time 

Recall from Section 3.4 that we approximate the matching process for either system as an M / M /1 queue. The customer ar-

rival rate in the considered area is ˜ λs = λs · πR 2 , where the arrival rate ( λs ) per square kilometre was derived in Sections 3.3 .

Similarly, the service rate is ˜ μs = μs · πR 2 , where μs was determined in Section 4.1 . The associated system utilization is
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Fig. 2. Driver catchment areas of Inform system and Assign system. 

Table 2 

Parameter values. 

Parameter Value 

Customer arriving rate per square kilometre (in hours) � = 119.10 

Drivers’ waiting cost (in RMB/h) c = 17.24 

Driver’s utility led by his regional preference (in RMB/h) τ = 15 

Ride time, from departure point to destination (in hours) r = 0.15 

Drivers’ expected profit (in RMB/h) Y = 31.93 

Driver speed (in km/h) v = 14.75; 25.7 

Drivers density (in km 

2 ) E = 22.44 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ρs = ̃

 λs / ̃  μs , where the condition for the existence of a steady-state solution is ρs < 1 or ˜ λs < ˜ μs . Under that condition,

using standard queuing results, we obtain the (approximate) matching time for a System s customer as 

m s = 

ρs 

˜ μs − ˜ λs 

. (12) 

Adding the expected en route time before the driver reaches the customer, we then get the total waiting time for the

customer before the driver arrives as 

� s = m s + e s . (13) 

By inserting (13) into (2), both the optimal distribution rate and radius can be determined. Due to the complexity, this

does not lead to a closed-form results. However, we can get some analytical validation on the effects of the radius. Intu-

itively, a larger radius leads to longer en route times, but reduces expected matching times by pooling supplier (driver) 

resources over a larger area. This is formalized in Proposition 1 of which the proof is given in Appendix C . 

Proposition 1. For a constant allocation rate, increasing the radius leads to a reduced expected matching time, but an 

increased expected en route time. 

Therefore, optimizing the radius implies a trade-off between the expected matching and driver en route times. This 

trade-off will be illustrated empirically in Section 5 . 

5. Empirical analysis 

We apply our model to the ride-hailing market in Chengdu, Didi’s largest market in China, to get insight into how

the Didi Chuxing should decide both the optimal distribution rate and maximum matching radius, and how the different 

model parameter affect the results. Table 2 lists all estimated model parameter values, where interested readers can refer 

to Appendix D for sources and explanations. Note that we consider two driving speeds related to bad (rush hour) and good

traffic conditions, with driving speeds of 14.75 km/h and 25.7 km/h, respectively. 

The maximum drive-customer distance, R M 

, for which taxi drivers do not operate at a loss is 37.94 km during rush

hour and 66.10 km outside the rush hour. Obviously, these maximum drive-customer distances are far beyond customer’s 

expectations in real life. To ensure that we consider practically relevant settings, we focus on a smaller radius range of [0,

10] (kilometres). The results will show that the optimal radius is indeed never outside that range. 

Fig. 3 shows how the allocation rates and considered radius affect the drivers’ system decisions with bad (left) and 

regular (right) traffic conditions. Moreover, each picture shows the results for three different values of the fraction of rides 

to good destinations (25%, 50% or 75%). 
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Fig. 3. Proportions of drivers opting for the System A . 

Fig. 4. Effects of radius ( R ) and allocation rate ( ϕ) on the expected matching time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It appears from Fig. 3 that, compared with the considered radius, drivers are much more sensitive to the allocation rate

when deciding their system choice. Obviously, fewer drivers opt for System A if more rides are allocated to System I , and so

that allocation rate should not be set too high in order to avoid long queues for System A customers. 

To analyse this further, Fig. 4 displays the effects of the radius R and allocation rate ϕ on the expected matching time.

We observe that the matching time generally decreases with R , which is expected and in line with the analytical results

of Section 4.3. Importantly, we observe that under both bad and good traffic conditions, setting a radius of at least 1-

3 kilometers (depending on the traffic conditions and allocation rate) can greatly shorten the expected matching time. 

At the same time, the range should not be set too large, as this will increase the expected en route time for the System

I and thereby also the overall expected en route time. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Note that the effect is more pronounced

for a larger allocation rate, since more rides are then allocated to the System I . 
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Fig. 5. Effects of radius ( R ) set by the platform and allocation rate ( ϕ) on the expected driver en route time. 

Fig. 6. Effects of radius ( R ) and allocation rate ( ϕ) on the expected customer waiting time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So, especially for setting R , an optimal balance must be sought between the matching time and the en route time.

Therefore, in Fig. 6 , we consider the effects R and ϕ on the overall expected waiting time (matching plus en route) per

customer. Recall that this is what the platform aims to minimize, and the optimal solution is indicated. This is done for

bad (top) and good (bottom) traffic conditions, as well as for percentages of rides to good destinations of 25% (left), 50%

(middle) and 75% (right). 

For all considered settings, the optimal radius is between 1 and 3 kilometers. As discussed before, too small values result

in high matching times, whereas too large values lead to much higher expected en route times. We also observe that the

radius should be set lower under bad traffic conditions. This is explained by the lower speed under such conditions, making

it more important to limit driver-distances and thereby en route times by lowering R . 

For most considered settings, setting a low allocation rate (10%) is optimal. However, it is much higher for two considers

settings: (i) few rides to bad destinations under bad traffic conditions, or (ii) few rides to good destinations under good

traffic condition. Under these two settings, 50%-60% good rides should be allocated to System I . This is explained as follows.

(i) If there are few rides to bad destinations, then a higher allocation rate to the System I still leaves a considerable number
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Fig. 7. Effects of drivers’ utility led by their regional preference ( τ ) on the optimal distribution rate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of good rides for the System A . Moreover, under bad traffic conditions, drivers have more benefit from reduced en route

times in the System A . So, despite a higher allocation rate, enough drivers will still opt for the System A . (ii) If there are

very few rides to good destinations, then competition for those rides in the System I will intensify, especially under good

traffic conditions where Inform drivers suffer less from the increased en route time compared to Assign drivers. Hence, the 

platform allocated a larger fraction of good rides to the System I . 

Finally, in Fig. 7 , we consider the effects of the strength of the regional preference ( τ ). This is a key parameter for

driver choice and so can obviously affect the optimal allocation rate in particular. Indeed, it has relatively little effect on the

optimal radius. The results so far showed that the optimal radius is around 3 kilometres under regular traffic conditions and

2 kilometres under bad traffic conditions, and so use these values in Fig. 7 . 

Interestingly and somewhat unexpectedly, Fig. 7 shows that except for the case where the fraction of rides to good 

destinations is 50% under a regular traffic condition, the platform should not keep allocating more rides to System I as

drivers get stronger regional preferences. In fact, for preferences higher than a certain value, the opposite happens. The 

explanation is that the combination of strong preferences and many rides allocated to System I would result in too many

drivers opting for System I , in turn leading to high waiting times in System A . In other words, by not allocating too many

good rides to System I , the platform ensures that enough drivers opt for System A . Those drivers will have a smaller expected

utility per ride, but more rides to compensate for that. 

6. Conclusion 

We studied how taxi sharing platforms with matching power should allocate demand to different operating systems and 

set the radius (maximum customer-driver distance) in the presence of supply heterogeneity. Motivated by the way that 

e.g. Didi Chuxing operates and contrary to existing studies, we allowed drivers to choose between operating systems. The 

Inform system informs all drivers within a certain radius from the customer, and selects the first driver to respond. The

Assign system assigns the driver nearest to the customer. Using approximate queuing analysis, we explored how destination 

preference affects a driver’s system choice, and how the platform optimally allocated rides to both systems and sets the 

radius under the objective to minimize the overall expected customer waiting time across systems. 

Key observations are as follows. Matching efficiency is sensitive to both ride allocation and radius, which need to be 

determined carefully. For the real life case of the Chengdu market that we considered, generally 10% of rides to good areas

should be allocated to the Inform system; but a much higher allocation rate (50%-60%) should be set when either there are

few rides to bad destinations under bad traffic conditions, or few rides to good destinations under good traffic conditions. 

Moreover, the platform should only inform drivers that are relatively close to a customer (1-3 kilometers). Interestingly, if 

destination selection becomes more important (to the average driver), then the platform allocate fewer rides to the Inform 

system for most considered settings. Although this may seem counter-intuitive, allocating too many orders to that system 

would result in too many drivers opting for it, leading to very high waiting times in the Assign system. 

There are a number of limitations of our research and findings, linking to avenues for further research. First, some model

elements can be altered/relaxed. We assumed that all customers are patient and do not leave the system during congestion, 

whereas they may cancel the order after a long wait, and probably show heterogeneity in their behaviour. We assumed 

drivers make their system decision before each time slot, whereas they may leave the system at any time in real life. We
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assumed that the goal of the platform was to minimize the expected customer waiting time, but other objectives can also

be considered, e.g. maximizing platform profit. The platform could also set different radiuses for the two systems. 

Secondly, our model is designed for the case that two operating systems are provided for suppliers, but other sharing 

platforms may have different systems of operation. For example, Uber has a different matching process using one system 

that can be seen as a mixture of the two we considered. They inform drivers one at a time, starting with the one closest to

the customer, and assign the request to the first informed driver willing to take it. Our model and analysis could be adapted

for such a system, allowing a comparative performance evaluation of different matching systems. 

Thirdly, our analysis is static, e.g. we consider an exogenous number of drivers in each period, but in real life the number

of drivers assigned to a platform may depend on the traffic condition, location, time of a day, and real-time rewards from

other competing platforms. One could consider a dynamic analysis over multiple periods and also consider competition 

between platforms. 

A fourth interesting direction for future research is to explore the usage of incentive schemes for customers and/or 

drivers to improve matching of supply and demand. Our study takes the driver density and request intensity as given, but

customers could for instance be offered discounts for selecting less busy parts of a day and drivers could be rewarded for

transferring to areas with a shortage of drivers. 

Finally, we only considered the drivers’ short-term system choice, and so did not consider dynamic behaviour over time, 

where drivers react to each other and to changing traffic conditions. Taking such a long-term perspective is certainly worth- 

while. 
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Appendix A. Comparison between the approximated and exact results 

In this appendix, to prove the validity of the adoption of approximation in (7), we compare the driver distribution over

both systems for the approximated and exact results per square kilometre. Table 3 (a)-(c) shows the results under differ-

ent market situations (with 25%, 50% or 75% of rides to non-preferred areas) and regular driving speed, and with other

parameters set to the base case values. For all considered settings, we find that the differences are negligible. 
Table 3 

Number of drivers that opt for either system, for different request rates for good and bad areas 

and other parameters set to the base case values, resulting from both the exact and approxi- 

mate analysis. 

Calculation k s πR 2 E ϕ 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

(a) �g = 89.32, �b = 29.77 

Exact results System I 0 11.43 22.61 33.50 44.08 54.30 

System A 70.50 59.07 47.89 37.00 26.42 16.20 

Approximate results System I 0 11.29 22.37 33.23 43.82 54.13 

System A 70.50 59.21 48.13 37.27 26.68 16.37 

(b) �g = 59.55, �b = 59.55 

Exact results System I 0 8.36 16.43 24.22 31.71 38.91 

System A 70.50 62.14 54.07 46.28 38.79 31.59 

Approximate results System I 0 8.24 16.23 23.96 31.43 38.63 

System A 70.50 62.26 54.27 46.54 39.07 31.87 

(c) �g = 29.77, �b = 89.32 

Exact results System I 0 4.66 9.19 13.57 17.82 21.95 

System A 70.50 65.84 61.31 56.93 52.68 48.55 

Approximate results System I 0 4.59 9.06 13.39 17.61 21.70 

System A 70.50 65.91 61.44 57.11 52.89 48.80 
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Appendix B. Proof of conditions for both systems to be in operation 

In this Appendix, we will provide the proofs of conditions (9) and (10). Given the conditions of (i) U I ≤ U A for θ = 0 and

(ii) U I ≥ U A for θ = 1, which are equivalent to the conditions of (i) the slope of U I is no smaller than U A and (ii) U I ≤ U A 

for θ = 0, we can rewrite the conditions as 

ϕ �g 

k I E 
· τ ≥ ( 1 − ϕ ) �g + �b 

(1 − k I ) E 
· ( 1 − ϕ ) �g 

( 1 − ϕ ) �g + �b 

τ, (14) 

and 

ϕ �g 

k I E 
[ Y − c ( e I + r ) ] ≤ ( 1 − ϕ ) �g + �b 

(1 − k I ) E 
[ Y − c ( e A + r ) ] . (15) 

which can easily be simplified to (9) and (10), respectively. 

Appendix C. Proof of Proposition 1. 

We first show that the expected en route time increases with the radius, and thereafter that the expected matching time

decreases with the radius. 

Using (3) and (8), we obtain the expected en route time across all customers as 

T e = 

ϕ �g 

�g + �b 

· 2 R 

3 v 
+ 

( 1 − ϕ ) �g + �b 

�g + �b 

· 1 

2 v 
√ 

k A E 
. 

By taking the derivative of T e with respect to R , we get 

d T e 

dR 

= 

ϕ �g 

�g + �b 

· 2 

3 v 
> 0 . 

and so the driver en route time increases with the radius. 

The expected matching time across all customers is given by 

T m 

= 

ϕ �g 

�g + �b 

· m I + 

( 1 − ϕ ) �g + �b 

�g + �b 

· m A . (16) 

By taking the derivative of T m 

with respect to R , using (12), and letting X = 3 Evk I , Q = 3 rv , and Z =
3 E ( 1+2 rv 

√ 

E k A ) 
2 
( �b +( 1 −ϕ ) �g ) 

2 

( E k A ) 
3 / 2 [ 2 v ( E k A ) 

3 / 2 −( 1+2 rv 
√ 

E k A )( �b −( −1+ ϕ ) �g ) ] 
, we get 

d T m 

dR 

= 

2 R ϕ 

2 �2 
g 

k I 
(

X 
2 R + Q − ϕ �g 

) + 

2 ( 2 R + Q ) ϕ 

2 �2 
g 

(
−X ( R + Q ) + ( 2 R + Q ) 

2 ϕ �g 

)
k I ( −X + ( 2 R + Q ) ϕ �g ) 

2 
− Z. (17) 

From this, we get 

d T m 

dR 

= 

2 R ϕ 

2 �2 
g 

k I 
(

X 
2 R + Q − ϕ �g 

) + 

2 ( 2 R + Q ) ϕ 

2 �2 
g 

(
−X ( R + Q ) + ( 2 R + Q ) 

2 ϕ �g 

)
k I ( −X + ( 2 R + Q ) ϕ �g ) 

2 

−
3 E 

(
1 + 2 rv 

√ 

E k A 

)2 

( �b − ( −1 + ϕ ) �g ) 
2 

( E k A ) 
3 / 2 

(
2 v ( E k A ) 

3 / 2 −
(

1 + 2 rv 
√ 

E k A 

)
( �b − ( −1 + ϕ ) �g ) 

)
= 

2 ( 2 R + Q ) ϕ 

2 �2 
g ( −XQ + ( R + Q ) ( 2 R + Q ) ϕ �g ) 

k I ( X − ( 2 R + Q ) ϕ �g ) 
2 

−
3 E 

(
1 + 2 rv 

√ 

E k A 

)2 

( �b − ( −1 + ϕ ) �g ) 
2 

( E k A ) 
3 / 2 

(
2 v ( E k A ) 

3 / 2 −
(

1 + 2 rv 
√ 

E k A 

)
( �b − ( −1 + ϕ ) �g ) 

) . 

So, we have that d T m 
dR 

< 0 if ( R + Q )(2 R + Q ) ϕ�g − XQ < 0 and 2 v ( E k A ) 3 / 2 − ( 1 + 2 rv 
√ 

E k A )[ �b + ( 1 − ϕ ) �g ] >

0 . Using the definitions of X and Q , these conditions can be rewritten as 
E k I 

( R/ 3 rv +1 ) 
− ( 2 R 3 v + r ) ϕ �g > 0 , and E k A −

( 1 

2 v 
√ 

E k A 
+ r )[ �b + ( 1 − ϕ ) �g ] > 0 . 

Since R 
3 rv + 1 > 1 , the following conditions are also sufficient: 

E k I −
(

2 R 

3 v 
+ r 

)
ϕ �g > 0 
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and 

E k A −
( 

1 

2 v 
√ 

E k A 
+ r 

) 

[ �b + ( 1 − ϕ ) �g ] > 0 . 

Now note that these conditions simply state that the number of drivers per square kilometre is larger than the number

of drivers needed to complete all rates, for both systems. That is, there is no congestion for either system. However, this

assumption underlies our queuing analysis, and the platform would never consider solutions for which these conditions are 

not satisfied. 

Appendix D. Data (sources) for the Chengdu market 

Customer arriving rate (in hours) and Drivers density: We used drivers’ trajectory data from Didi Chuxing of the first 

week of October, 2016. It comes from Chengdu’s Second Ring Area of 65-square-kilometer. According to the data, the number 

of orders per hour is around 119.10 (within a circular area of radius 1 km), and the drivers density is about 22.44 drivers

per km 

2 . 

Drivers’ waiting cost: According to the Didi Chuxing’s report of “2016 Chengdu Mobile Travel for Employment and Social 

Development Report” ( http://www.sohu.com/a/112174427 _ 399538 ), the average salary of Didi Chuxing’ drivers in Chengdu 

is 17.24 Yuan per hour. We take this as the drivers’ waiting cost per hour. 

Drivers’ expected profit: According to the website of the Chengdu Bureau of Statistics ( http://www.cdstats.chengdu.gov. 

cn/htm/detail _ 51951.html ), the average salary of urban employees in Chengdu is 31.93 Yuan per hour. We take this as the

drivers’ expected profit per hour. 

Driver speed: According to Didi Chuxing’s report of ‘2016 Big Data Report for Smart Travel’ ( https://sichuan.scol.com. 

cn/cddt/201701/55800890.html ), the average driving speed in Chengdu is about 25.7 km/h; according to the statistical data 

from Chengdu Traffic Management Bureau ( http://scnews.newssc.org/system/20151012/0 0 0608216 _ 2.html ), the driving speed 

in peak hour is about 14.75 km/h. 

Ride time, from departure point to destination (in hours): Again, we used drivers’ trajectory data from Didi Chuxing 

of the first week of October, 2016. According to the data, the average ride time is about 0.15 hours. Note that we use this

average ride time for both regular and rush hour conditions, which implies a shorter ride average distance in peak demand

periods. This seems reasonable, as slower road traffic and higher decrease the competitiveness of taxis on especially long- 

distance rides compared to public transport alternatives such as BRT, metro, etc. 
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